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Abstract
Automatic image annotation is widely considered to be an
important yet open problem due to the well-known semantic gap.
Recent works show that nearest-neighbor-based annotation
approaches are simple and effective. In this paper we use a
modified keywords transfer mechanism base on image-keyword
unidirectional graph to derive a great annotator. The
unidirectional graph describes the relationships between images
and keywords, and can be derived from images with human
annotations. On that basis, a modified keywords transfer
mechanism base on visual neighbors is used to annotate new
images. Our method achieves better annotation performance than
two of the most advanced annotation methods in terms of
precision, recall and F1 metrics on the open benchmark database.
Keywords: Automatic Image Annotation, Semantic Gap,
Keywords Transfer, Graph, Visual Neighbors.

1. Introduction
Automatic image annotation is an important problem in
many areas, such as image understanding and contentbased image retrieval (CBIR) [1, 2]. The aim of image
annotation techniques is to automatically assign a few
relevant text keywords to test images, which reflect their
visual contents [3, 4]. Automatic image annotation is a
challenging task mainly for the reason that low-level
features of images can hardly describe their high-level
semantic concepts [5-7]. To solve this problem,
considerable efforts have been made to improve the
performance of image annotation in the past decade, and a
number of image annotation algorithms have been
proposed to explore semantic concept of images [1, 3, 812]. And image annotation has become a hot topic.
Generally, frameworks for automatic image annotation
begin with representing images with low level features,
and in the next train models for the semantic concepts
from a number of semantically labeled image samples.
And then the learned models are used to annotate new
images. Many works focus on two main aspects of
automatic image annotation, i.e. low level feature

extraction and semantic model training, to bridge the
semantic gap existing between low level features and high
level semantics. From the view of semantic model, these
methods can be broadly classified into three categories [3,
5]: generative models, discriminative models, and nearestneighbor-based methods.
The generative models contain topic models and mixture
models, and can be constructed by estimating the
probability distribution over image features and high-level
semantic concepts. Continuous Relevance Model[13],
probabilistic latent semantic analysis[14], hierarchical
Dirichlet process model [15] are typical generative models.
Discriminative models treat each annotated keyword as an
independent class, and for every keyword a separate
classifier, for example the support vector machine
classifier[16] or Gaussian Mixture Model[17], is learned.
These classifiers are then used to predict which class the
new image belongs to. The third type is nearest-neighborbased methods. These approaches assume that semanticrelevant images share similar visual features and treat
annotation as a retrieval problem.
Recently, the nearest-neighbor-based methods have
captured more attentions from researchers due to its good
annotation performance and simplicity in principle. Ma et
al. [12] build a unified graph containing images and tags
using the nearest neighbor searching method to bridge the
semantic gap between image contents and tags. For one
new image, top k nearest images was linked to it, and then
a random walk model was carried out on the new graph to
conduct image annotation. However, only global features
were used in their method. Makadia et al. [8] proposed a
simple nearest-neighbor tag transfer mechanism, and
showed the state-of-the-art annotation performance. In
their method, nearest neighbors are determined by
averaging several normalized distances derived from
different low level features. However, in most cases, the
annotations of the new image are determined by the first
nearest neighbor, and additional neighbors have no effect
on the annotation results. Li et al. [18] propose a neighbor
voting algorithm which learns tag relevance by
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accumulating votes from visual neighbors. Both the work
in [8] and [18] can be regarded as weighted nearest
neighbor voting model [7]. In this model, for each
keyword, a seed image will receive relevance votes from
its visual neighbors which are labeled with this keyword
by users and the votes can be weighted according to their
visual similarities. And in this situation, it is extremely
important to choose a criteria to define which images are
neighbors. In [8], Makadia used linear combinations of
basic distances to yield the composite distance measure,
namely Joint Equal Contribution (JEC) method. However,
it is difficult to determine which distance measure is
suitable for a certain feature because on various occasions
there are several features and distance measures.
Furthermore, usually more than one keyword is assigned
to one image which is used as the ground truth, and the
importance of these keywords to the image is different. As
shown in Fig. 1, the keyword ‘chair’ is assigned five times
and ‘person’ is assigned three times and it is reasonable to
believe that ‘chair’ is more relevant to this image.
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next, we present a modified keywords transfer mechanism
that employs visual similarity and image-keyword
unidirectional graph to annotate new image. We detail our
approach in the following.

2.1 Image-Keyword Unidirectional Graph
We build the image-keyword unidirectional graph to show
the relationships between images and keywords. As
indicated in the introduction, the correlations between an
image and different keywords are not necessarily the same.
Let D denote the annotated image set, and D={Im i
|i=1…p}, where p is the total number of annotated images.
The keyword set is denoted by W, and W={Keyword j|
j=1…q}. Fig.2 indicates the image-keyword unidirectional
graph.
Keyword
1
Im 1
Keyword
2

Im 2

...

...
Im p

wpq

Keyword
q

Fig. 2 image-keyword unidirectional graph

Fig. 1 example image with its annotations.

In this paper we present an improved nearest-neighborbased method, which was inspired by the previous study
[8, 12]. The proposed approach fuses a simple imagekeyword unidirectional graph and a modified keywords
transfer mechanism, and achieves better annotation
performance than two of existing well-known methods in
terms of precision, recall and F1 on the open benchmark
dataset.

As shown in Fig.2, the left nodes of the unidirectional
graph denote the images, and the right nodes represent the
keywords. We use yij to encode the image annotations, and
its value is determined by the times of the keyword j
assigned for image i. For a given keyword q and an image
p, if the corresponding annotation ypq>0, then there is a
directed image-keyword edge between Im p and keyword
q. The weight of this directed edge is computed by:
q

wpq  y pq /  y pi

(1)

i 1

2.2 Visual Feature Extracting

2. Proposed Approach
In the proposed approach, we will assign a few given
keywords to test image if most of its neighbor images
share the given keywords. To this end, we first build an
image-keyword unidirectional graph to capture the
relationships between images and keywords. And then we
represent images with six low level features, which are
used to find the nearest-neighbors of test image. In the

Extracting effective visual features from image pixels is an
important part in image understanding and content-based
image retrieval. Many feature extraction techniques have
been proposed in the literature. Commonly used visual
features in automatic image annotation include color,
texture and shape. To comprehensively describe the
images and maximize the amount of information extracted,
six low level features with discriminating power are
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extracted in total, four of which are MPEG-7 visual
descriptors. They are Scalable Color descriptor, Color
Layout descriptor, Grid Color Moment, Homogeneous
Texture descriptor, Edge Histogram descriptor, and
Wavelet Moment.
Scalable Color descriptor is derived by applying Haar
transform on a color histogram in the HSV color space.
The dimensionality of the Descriptor used here is 256.
Color Layout descriptor captures the spatial distribution of
color and is based on coefficients of the Discrete Cosine
Transform. This descriptor is very compact. Grid Color
Moment is an 81-dimensional vector and derived on nine
equal-sized grids for each image. For each grid, three
kinds of color moments in each of three color channels are
extracted. Homogeneous Texture descriptor describes the
texture information using the mean and standard deviation
in the frequency domain of an image filtered by Gabor
functions. Additionally, the mean and standard deviation
of the original image are also contained in the descriptor.
Edge Histogram descriptor is represented by a histogram
with eighty bins and describes five types of edges in an
image, including vertical, horizontal, 45-degree diagonal,
135-degree diagonal and non-directional edges. Wavelet
Moment simultaneously captures the spatially and local
features, which is constructed using Cubic B-spline
wavelets as the basis functions in this paper.

2.3 Modified Keywords Transfer Mechanism Base
on the Image- Keyword Unidirectional Graph
For a new image Im to be annotated, first we compute
visual similarities between Im and the annotated images to
find its nearest neighbors. Let Ii indicate the i-th image in
the annotated image set D, and its six feature vectors are
represented by Fi = [f1i, f2i . . . , f6i]. We employ the city
block function to measure the dissimilarity between two
images Ii and Im. Similar to the JEC method, we compute
distance between corresponding features fki and fkj in two
images Ii and Im.
(2)
disk ( Ii , I m )   (| fki  fkm |)
Where disk means the distance between the k-th feature
vectors of the two images, k =1, 2… 6. Then for each
feature, the distance is normalized using the maximum.
And the total distance between Ii and Im is the sum of the
scaled distance between corresponding features. The
smaller the distance is, the greater the similarity between
the two images is.
Based on the calculated image similarities, the nearest
neighbors of image Im can be determined by ranking the
similarities in descending order. The top N most similar
images are used to propagate the annotation keywords to
the new image. Meanwhile, the similarities between Im and
these images are also utilized to weight the measure the
degree of relationship between them. Suppose that Im1,
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Im2, …,ImN are the top N most similar images, and the
similarities between them and Im are simm1, simm2,…simmN,
respectively. For a given keyword q in W, the probability
that keyword q will be assigned to Im can be calculated by:
N

prob(q / Im )   simmi  wiq

(3)

i 1

For image Im, the probabilities of each keyword in W are
sorted in descending order and the top ranked keywords
are assigned to Im as the annotations.

3. Experiments and Discussion
3.1 Experimental Data and Performance Metrics
Our experiments test the annotation performance of the
proposed method for image annotation on the
PascalVOC07 (Pascal Visual Object Classes Challenge
2007) database [19]. The PascalVOC07 database is a
standard dataset of images and annotation, and contains
9963 annotated images in total. 8967 images are adopted
as the ground truth and 996 images are used as the testing
set, with the test-train ratio similar to that in [8]. There are
20 unique concepts in this database such as bicycle and
bird, and on average an image contains 2.47 keywords.
To measure the effectiveness of our proposed method,
three measures, namely precision, recall and F1, are used
in the experiments following previous studies [8, 20]. For
a given keyword j in keyword set W, in the testing set
suppose the number of human annotated images with this
keyword is NGj, the number of images annotated with this
keyword by our method is NMj, where the number of
correct annotations is NCj. The recall, precision and F1 of
this keyword are calculated as
(4)
Precision j  NCj / N Mj
Recall j  NCj / NGj
F1j =

2  Precision j  Recall j

(5)
(6)

Precision j + Recall j

The recall, precision and F1 values shown in the following
are obtained by averaging the results over all the keywords.
One thing to note here is that the definitions of precision
and recall [8, 17, 20] here are different from that in [5].

3.2 Results and Comparisons
When testing the annotation performance of our method,
dissimilar to other approaches, we vary the number of
keywords assigned to each image from 2 to 6 for this
experiment. And the proposed method was compared with
two other notable annotation algorithms, including
AICDM (Annotation by Image-Concept Distribution
Model) [9], LT (Label Transfer mechanism) [8] in terms
of precision, recall and F1 metrics. AICDM was proposed
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to facilitate image annotation by discovering the
associations between visual features and human concepts.
Their empirical results showed that this method
outperformed the Continuous Relevance Model and SVM
method. Label Transfer mechanism is a simple yet
powerful annotation method, which transfer keywords to a
new image from its nearest neighbors with ground truth
annotations. We made our best effort to implement those
algorithms based on their papers and compare their
algorithm with ours.
The number of nearest neighbors influences probability
that a keyword will be assigned to test image, hence it is
an important parameter in the proposed method. Firstly we
test our method with different nearest neighbors for image
annotation. Table 1, 2and 3 show the effect of varying the
number of nearest neighbors between 5 and 30 with an
interval of five. From table 1, we can see that the recall
increases with the increasing of numbers of nearest
neighbors when the number of assigned keywords is
relatively large, since there are more correct annotations in
the candidate set as more neighbor images are included.
Table 1: recall values under different nearest neighbors (%)
No. of

2

3

4

5

6

words

words

words

words

words

5

35.23

42.17

49.16

54.37

56.24

10

33.34

43.52

50.23

55.79

61.24

15

32.22

42.50

51.35

56.77

61.89

20

30.40

41.51

51.86

59.39

65.25

25

31.29

41.73

50.91

59.46

65.80

30

31.23

41.75

52.12

59.70

65.94

nearest
neighbors
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Table 3: F1 values under different nearest neighbors (%)
No. of

2

3

4

5

6

words

words

words

words

words

5

28.93

26.48

25.55

25.12

24.53

10

28.63

28.39

25.99

24.23

22.95

15

28.44

28.16

26.90

24.53

22.85

20

27.30

28.13

27.42

25.64

24.10

25

28.97

28.33

27.18

25.83

24.33

30

29.42

28.34

28.06

26.26

24.49

nearest
neighbors

We also find that as the number of returned keywords
grows from 2 to 6, the recall increases while the precision
decreases. And similar phenomenon occurs frequently in
image annotation and retrieval [11].
Then we compare the annotation performance of the
proposed method with that of AICDM and LT. For
AICDM, the employed visual features are Scalable Color
descriptor and Homogeneous Texture descriptor,
following [9]. And for LT, all six visual features are used.
Fig 3 and 4 show how the recall, precision and F1 values
of the three methods change over the number of assigned
keywords, where our method is denoted by MKT. We can
obtain some important observations. First, both LT and
MKT methods achieve much better results than AICDM in
terms of recall, precision and F1, mainly because the
parameter settings of AICDM is not optimal and
determined manually due to lack of theory or experiment
instructions in their paper[9]. Second, MKT obtains higher
recall and precision values that LT method in most cases,
which reveals that our method is more effective.

Table 2: precision values under different nearest neighbors (%)
No. of

2

3

4

5

6

words

words

words

words

words

5

24.54

19.30

17.26

16.33

15.69

10

25.08

21.07

17.53

15.48

14.12

15

25.45

21.05

18.22

15.65

14.01

20

24.78

21.27

18.64

16.35

14.78

25

26.98

21.44

18.53

16.50

14.92

30

27.81

21.45

19.20

16.83

15.04

nearest
neighbors

As shown in table 2, for a certain number of keywords
assigned to one image, the precision values maintain
relative stability when the neighbor size is changed, which
indicates the robustness of the proposed method.
According to table 3, we observe that it is appropriate in
the proposed method to set the number of nearest
neighbors to 30 for image annotation.

Fig. 3 recall and precision comparisons in image annotation
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Fig. 4 F1 comparisons in image annotation

4. Conclusions
Automatic image annotation is widely considered to be an
open issue which is hard to resolve due to the so-called
semantic gap. Inspired by previous works, we fuse a
modified keywords transfer mechanism and an imagekeyword unidirectional graph to annotate new images. The
unidirectional graph describes the relationships between
images and keywords. And a modified keywords transfer
mechanism base on the unidirectional graph is derived.
Our method achieves better annotation performance than
two of the most well-known methods in terms of precision,
recall and F1 on the PascalVOC07 database.
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